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Item 3(k) of the provisional agenda
Items for discussion and decision: Environmental-Economic Accounting

We appreciate and support discussed issues, for example, to coordinate and support the city's groups and international organizations' activities in the field of environmental accounting.

Also, we see that decision to make the printed publications of the “SEEA Energy” and "SEEA Agriculture" by finalizing its draft in 2017 would be an important work to estimate SDGs and Green Development policy indicators and to intensify the SEEA implementation.

Comments

- In order to intensify the SEEA implementation, there is need to develop the core set of indicators which recommended in FDES as priority. Therefore, we see that it is required to take a consideration of the international projects and programs into FDES implementation of countries.

- In the report, it is mentioned that the Committee has identified priority accounts and working to update website and knowledge platform for the SEEA. We would like to note that Mongolia supports these activities and paying much importance on its practical importance for the countries.